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Abstract

One of the requirements of the population-based approach to Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) proposed in the earlier papers in this sequence, is
that structures be represented by points in an abstract space. Furthermore,
these spaces should be metric spaces in a loose sense; i.e. there should be
some measure of distance applicable to pairs of points; similar structures
should then be ‘close’ in the metric. However, this geometrical construction
is not enough for the framing of problems in data-based SHM, as it leaves
undefined the notion of feature spaces. Interpreting the feature values on a
structure-by-structure basis as a type of field over the space of structures,
it seems sensible to borrow an idea from modern theoretical physics, and
define feature assignments as sections in a vector bundle over the structure
space. With this idea in place, one can interpret the effect of environmental
and operational variations as gauge degrees of freedom, as in modern gauge
field theories. One can then regard data normalisation procedures like
cointegration as gauge-fixing operations. This paper will discuss the various
geometrical structures required for an abstract theory of feature spaces in
SHM, and will draw analogies with how these structures have shown their
power in modern physics.

Having motivated a number of problems in Population-Based SHM (PBSHM)
in geometrical terms, it remains to show how these problems might be solved.
In the second part of the paper, the problem of determining the normal
condition cross section of a feature bundle is addressed. The solution is
provided by the application of Graph Neural Networks (GNN), a versatile
non-Euclidean machine learning algorithm which is not restricted to inputs
and outputs from vector spaces. In particular, the algorithm is well suited
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to operating directly on the sort of graph structures which are an important
part of the proposed framework for PBSHM. The solution of the normal
section problem is demonstrated for a heterogeneous population of truss
structures for which the feature of interest is the first natural frequency. The
GNN approach is shown to not only solve the normal section problem, but
also to accommodate varying temperatures across the population; it thus
provides a means of data normalisation.

Keywords: Population-based Structural health monitoring (PBSHM),
Differentiable manifolds, Fibre bundles, Confounding influences, Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs).

1. Introduction

This paper is the fourth in a sequence devoted to introducing foundations for
a new discipline of Population-based Structural Health Monitoring (PBSHM)
[1, 2, 3]. The aim of the new technology is to facilitate the principled transfer
of information between disparate structures, specifically for SHM diagnostic5

purposes. In the first paper, the idea of a homogenenous population was
introduced, and the concept of the form appeared as a means of representing
populations of nominally-identical structures [1]. The next papers in the
sequence introduced the more challenging heterogeneous population, which is
formed of disparate structures [2, 3]. In order to impose some mathemat-10

ical order on the heterogeneous populations, the Irreducible Element (IE)
model and its associated Atributed Graph (AG) were introduced as abstract
representations of structures, with the population then taking the form of a
complex network [2]. In this framework, the physical structures of interest
appear as points in a (mathematically) structured set, which has metric15

properties that allow a judgement of the closeness of resemblance of the
physical structures. This metric is a key element in deciding whether two
structures are ‘close’ enough to allow the transfer of diagnostic information
or capability [3].

In reality, the ‘transfer’ of information will take the form of maps and20

associations between the feature spaces associated with the SHM problems
specified for the structures. The feature spaces themselves will usually be
vector spaces. In abstract terms, one might think of the population itself as
having a total feature space, which is the union of all those of the individuals.
In rough terms, one can think of this object as a type of vector bundle [4, 5]25

over the space of structures, with ‘transfer’ being a map within the bundle
space. The first aim of the current paper is to look at whether this level of
abstraction is sensible – or even possible – and to speculate on whether it
might bring practical benefits for PBSHM.

Vector bundles, or more generally fibre bundles, most often appear in alge-30
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braic or differential geometry, and are often constructed from differentiable
manifolds, which are spaces where notions of smoothness and differentiability
– the ability to meaningfully do calculus – are important. The ‘spaces’ of
structures mentioned earlier, the complex networks of attributed graphs, do
not have such properties of smoothness; however, in order to explore the35

possibility of using fibre bundles in PBSHM, the discussion here will begin
with some problems in structural dynamics in which the spaces of structures
are indeed manifolds. This will lead to the idea of feature spaces as bundles
above manifolds, and then finally to the general mathematical structures of
interest in PBSHM.40

It is argued that the bundle representation also accommodates other aspects
of traditional SHM, like confounding influences. These influences arise when
SHM is implemented via change or novelty detection i.e. signalling when
feature data are inconsistent with some previously-learned model of normal
condition. For example, an SHM system for a bridge might produce a false45

alarm if the bridge data change because of some benign cause like a change
in temperature or traffic loading [6, 7, 8]. The solution to the problem is data
normalisation, whereby the effects of benign changes are projected out from
the SHM feature data [9]. It is argued in the current paper that confounding
influences can be considered as analogous to the gauge variations seen in50

modern field theory, and that data normalisation can be regarded as a form
of gauge fixing [5].

Having given a geometrical context for PBSHM problems, it remains to
suggest how they might be solved, and this is the subject of the second
part of the paper. In particular a specific geometrical problem – the normal55

condition cross section or normal section problem – is addressed. This is the
problem of determining the normal condition features for an entire population
when measured data are only available from a subset of the population. The
solution proposed here makes use of a modern non-Euclidean machine learning
algorithm – the Graph Neural Network (GNN) – which can operate on graph60

structures directly, rather than first embedding them in some real vector
space. This algorithm is ideally suited to PBSHM, where the structures of
interest are represented by a complex network of attributed graphs [2]

The GNN approach is demonstrated on the normal section problem for a
heterogeneous population of truss structures, where the SHM feature of65

interest is the first natural frequency of the trusses. It is shown to interpo-
late effectively across the population, even when temperature variations are
present in the data of individual trusses. Because of its ability to accommo-
date temperature variations, the approach also solves the data normalisation
problem associated with the population.70

The layout of the paper is as follows. Section Two will provide basic introduc-
tions to fibre bundles, while Section Three will provide some examples of how
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fibre bundles might arise in structural dynamics. Section Four introduces
the idea of feature spaces as vector bundles and Section Five extends the
discussion to include confounding influences and data normalisation. Section75

Six discusses how the feature bundles might arise in the context of spaces
of structures for PBSHM. Having motivated the geometrical viewpoint of
problems, the paper moves on to possible solutions. Section Seven discusses
how traditional machine learning has difficulties in analysing input and out-
put data which do not live in vector spaces, and outlines some of the specific80

difficulties encountered when the objects of interest are graphs. Section Eight
introduces the idea of Graph Networks (GNs), which can operate directly
on graph objects, and gives the background theory on how such networks
can be trained; the representation of certain functions in the framwework by
neural networks then motivates the Graph Neural Network (GNN) algorithm.85

In Section Nine, the GNN algorithm is demonstrated on the normal section
problem for a heterogeneous population of truss structures. The paper ends
with sections of discussion and short conclusions.

Throughout this paper, underlines will denote vectors, while square brackets
will denote matrices.90

2. Fibre bundles

The basic idea of the fibre bundle is explained well in [4]; however, only
the basic definitions are covered. Much deeper mathematical coverage can
be found in a number of ‘classic’ texts [10, 11, 12]. As many of the ideas
discussed in this paper are motivated by the mathematical physics of gauge95

field theories, the interested reader can find fundamentals explained in the
survey paper [13], and text [5]. The theory of fibre bundles is founded
on the idea of a differential manifold; further interested readers may refer
to [4]. Less background is provided on manifolds because they do appear
more regularly in the SHM literature; this is because they appear at the100

interface of dynamics and machine learning. Interesting discussions in terms
of (nonlinear) dynamics can be found in [14], based on foundational work
in [15, 16, 17]. In the context of machine learning, the class of algorithms
termed manifold learning [18] have proved powerful, particularly in terms of
data visualisation [19].105

2.1. Fibre bundles - basic definitions

A fibre bundle is fundamentally composed of two objects: a base manifold M
(e.g. spacetime), and a total manifold E, which essentially contains the ‘fields
on M ’. In order that movement on the base manifold induces movement in
the total manifold, the two manifolds need to be glued together, and this is110

accomplished by means of a projection π which is a map from E to M . Now,
thinking in terms of the number of components one needs to specify for a
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vector field, it is clear that E must have a higher dimension than M . This
in turn means that the inverse map π−1(x) at any point x ∈ M must be
multi-valued. The first requirement in defining a fibre bundle π : E −→M115

is that all the sets π−1(x) = Fx ∈ E are all homeomeorphic to each other;
these sets are denoted F and termed the fibre above x.

So far, the fibre bundle could be defined as the set of objects {M,E, π, F}
as depicted in Figure 1; however, one needs a little more precision. If there
is a copy of F above each point of M , a simple way to define E would be120

as the Cartesian product M × F , then the projection is simply π(x, f) = x
and one obtains π−1(x) = F , exactly as required. However, there is no new
structure here, it really is just a Cartesian product. One can allow E to
have much more general structures by using local coordinates in the same
way that allows the definition of a manifold in the first place [4]. Suppose125

that one is working within a specific coordinate domain U on M , there is
then the local homeomorphism into R

n (where n is the dimension of M).
To mimic all of the appropriate flat-space vector calculus, one can assume
that π−1(U) = U × F locally, but as in the case of M itself, one does not
have to assume that the single homeomorphism extends across all M e.g.130

π−1(M) 6= M × F .

M

E

F

x

π−1

Figure 1: Schematic of basic objects in a fibre bundle.

In much the same way that a manifold is only locally homeomorphic to R
n
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[4], one can require that the total space E is only locally homeomorphic to
the product space. One extends the definition of the bundle to the set of
objects {M, {Ui}, E, {ϕi}, π, F} where {Ui} is a coordinate atlas on M and135

for each Ui on M , ϕi is a homeomorphism (Figure 2),

ϕi : π−1(Ui) −→ Ui × F (1)

This property is also referred to as local triviality.

In reality, things are a little more complicated. In much the same way that
coordinate patches have to glue together in a particular way in order to
respect the topology of a manifold, via appropriately smooth changes of140

coordinates, the locally-trivial regions of the fibre bundle need to be glued
together; this is accomplished by means of structure functions. The structure
functions do not play a role in the remainder of this paper, in order to find
out more, the reader can consult [10, 13].

M

E

π−1

Ui

ϕi

Ui

F

Figure 2: Local triviality property in a fibre bundle.

At this point, one can define the objects that correspond to ‘fields’ in the145

theory. Supposing the base manifold to be spacetime, a vector field (for
example), would be the assignment of a single vector to each point in
spacetime. If the fibre space is a vector space of the appropriate dimension, a
vector field is thus a map from points x in the base manifold, to points in the
fibres above x. Such maps s(x) ∈ F are called sections and are defined by the150

condition π(s(x)) = x or alternatively by π ◦ s = Id. Clearly, this definition
is too general as it stands, so it is always supplemented by conditions on the
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map like smoothness of some degree. According to these ideas, a vector field
is a section of the tangent bundle [4].

When the fibre is a vector space, the origin of the space is a special point155

and thus generates a special section – the zero section – when the image of
s(x) in each fibre is the origin [13].

3. A Simple Illustration of a Fibre Bundle in Structural Dynamics

Like manifolds in general, fibre bundles have been used extensively in the
past in the mathematical theory of nonlinear dynamics [14] and in gauge160

theories of particle physics [5]. However, they have not really featured in
engineering/structural dynamics at all. The purpose of this section will
be to show that some problems in structural dynamics can be framed in
terms of bundles; in particular, some of the structures that would appear to
be desirable from the point of view of population-based Structural Health165

Monitoring (PBSHM) have abstract formulations in those terms [1, 2, 3].
One of the main aims of PBSHM is to allow the transfer of SHM inferences
between different structures, in situations where data for training machine
learners are available for some structures – source structures – but not others
– target structures [3]. A mathematical formulation of PBSHM can be defined170

in terms of an abstract representation of structures, as discussed in [2, 3]. One
way to build such a representation theory would be to have the structures
of interest as points in a space of structures; the feature data that are then
used for inference can be envisaged as points in a bundle space over the
space of structures. As will be seen later, this may require quite a lot of175

generalisation, as the ‘space of structures’ might not be a manifold.

To provide an illustration of the use of bundles, one can consider the simplest
dynamical situation possible – the Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) linear
oscillator, governed by the equation of motion,

mÿ + cẏ + ky = 0 (2)

for the situation of unforced or free motion. This ‘structure’ is uniquely fixed180

by the values of m, c and k, so the space of structures is simply S = R
3

with points (m, c, k). Furthermore, on physical grounds, all the parameters
have to be positive, so in fact the appropriate space is S = R

3
+, which is a

manifold with boundary. This representation of the linear SDOF system is
actually over-parametrised, as will be shown.185

Consider now, what sort of physics one might be interested in analysing.
In this case, an obvious choice is the free decay of the system when it is
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displaced from the origin and released. If the initial condition for the motion
is (Y0, 0), the subsequent motion is described by [20],

y(t) = Y0e
−ζωnt cos(ωdt) (3)

where the damping ratio ζ is defined by,190

ζ =
c

2
√
mk

(4)

the undamped natural frequency ωn by,

ωn =

√

k

m
(5)

and the damped natural frequency ωd by,

ω2
d = ω2

n(1 − ζ2) (6)

Now, the important quantities in equation (3) are all ratios of the phys-
ical quantities (m, c, k), so transforming the point to the scaled quantity
(mα, cα, kα), where α ∈ R, produces a different equation of motion,195

mαÿ + cαẏ + kαy = 0 (7)

but does not change the observed physics of the free decay. This is true even
if α < 0. It would appear sensible to rule this out on physical grounds, so one
can restrict to α ∈ R+. Now, R+ is actually a group under multiplication,
where the defining properties of a general group are as follows [21].

A group G is a set of objects {g}, with a binary operator ◦, such that:200

1. G is closed under the operation ◦ i.e. if g1, g2 ∈ G then g1 ◦ g2 ∈ G.

2. G contains a unique identity e such that e ◦ g = g ◦ e = g ∀g ∈ G.

3. For each g ∈ G, there is an inverse g−1 such that g ◦ g−1 = g−1 ◦ g = e.

Where there is no ambiguity, the ◦ operator will be omitted from equations,
as in the standard notation of normal multiplication.205
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Now an action A of the group G on a space X is defined as a map,

A : G×X −→ X (8)

The action on the parameter space, implicitly defined in equation (7), is a
left action of the group G = R+ via (m, c, k) −→ (mα, cα, kα). Furthermore
this action of the group leaves the observed physics of interest unchanged.
Following the terminology of modern particle physics, one can say that S is210

gauge invariant under the action of the gauge group R+ [5].

As mentioned earlier; as far as the physics is concerned, there is considerable
redundancy in the definition of S, the space can be simplified accordingly. It
is easy to see that, by scaling y and t in equation (2), the equation can be
transformed into,215

ÿ + 2ζẏ + y = 0 (9)

which one can regard as the canonical representation of an SDOF system.
(The overdots now represent differentiation with respect to scaled time.)
Obviously, many systems can share the same canonical representation.

Unfortunately, this action does not amount to a simple coordinate transfor-
mation on S; however, it can be made into one by going to three scaling220

parameters (α, β, γ) which are elements of the group R
3
+, and defining the

action of the group via (m, c, k) −→ (mα, cβ, kγ). Note that the α, β and
γ are not independent, but are related by the scaling parameters for y and
t. (In fact, the scaling operations on y and t force a condition γ/β = β/α
or αγ = β2.) With a single scaling parameter α, the best one can do in225

simplifying equation (2), is to reduce it to,

ÿ + 2ζωnẏ + ω2
ny = 0 (10)

One can now think in terms of a left action of R3
+ on S which leaves the

physics invariant, so the gauge group is R
3
+. This leads to the first example

of a fibre bundle in dynamics (Figure 3); although not a very complicated
one, this is nonetheless interesting as it is also the first example showing230

spaces of structures, and relationships between them2 The base space in

2Note that one should not strictly call the construction in Figure 3 a vector bundle,
because R+ is not a vector space; for all points x in R+ except zero, −x is not in the space.
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Figure 3 is denoted C in order to signify the space of structures in S reduced
to their one-parameter canonical representations.

s1

s2

g ∈ R
3
+

E = R
3
+ × R+ = S × R+

π: (m, c, k) → ζ

C = R+

Figure 3: Space of SDOF systems as a bundle over the space of ‘canonical’ representations
of SDOF systems. The total space E is depicted as a three-dimensional manifold since
visualisation of a four-dimensional manifold cannot be achieved.

In this example, the fibre F = R
3
+ is actually the gauge group of interest;

such a bundle can be referred to as a principal bundle [13].235

One can also characterise the redundancy in S in a more geometrical way.

Define the orbit of a point s = (m, c, k) ∈ S as the set of all points s′ such
that s′ = (mα, cβ, kγ) i.e. all the points reachable from s via the action of
G = R

3
+.

Now, define an equivalance relation on S × S as follows.240

∼ is an equivalence relation on S × S if the following are true:

1. Identity: s ∼ s.

2. Reflexivity: s1 ∼ s2 =⇒ s2 ∼ s1.

3. Transitivity: s1 ∼ s2 and s2 ∼ s3 implies s1 ∼ s3.

It is perhaps only a minor abuse to talk of vector bundles because one could always work
with the logarithms of the parameters, then they would be in R. The α etc. parameters
could also be represented by logarithms; the group would then simply act additively.
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Now, an equivalence class [s] is defined as the set of all points s′ such that245

s′ ∼ s. The set of equivalence classes is called the quotient space under ∼
and is denoted S/∼. Under certain specific circumstances, the quotient space
inherits the structure of S, e.g. the quotient space may be a manifold if the
original space is. For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed here that
quotient spaces, manifolds, groups etc. are appropriately well behaved.250

In the space of SDOF structures S, one can define an equivalence relation
such that s1 ∼ s2 if s1 is on the same orbit of the group action of R3

+ as s2.
In this case, S/∼∼= C, where the symbol ∼= denotes homeomorphism. The
orbits of the group action on points in the bundle space are the fibres, so S/∼
can also be thought of as the set of fibres. The important thing is that S/∼255

has only a single point for all gauge-equivalent structures, so redundancy has
again been removed, and it is simpler to work with as a ‘space of structures’.

This construction is an example of gauge-fixing. Another way of removing
the redundancy would be to work with a single representative sample for
each class of gauge-equivalent structures. Such a choice amounts to taking a260

section of E; if the section is continuous, then it will be homeomorphic to C
again.

This is all interesting in terms of representing structures as points in spaces;
however, it isn’t immediately of use for learning in populations of structures,
which is the aim of data-based PBSHM. The next section will consider265

how fibre bundles can be used to represent collective feature spaces over
populations of structures.

4. Fibre Bundles as Feature Spaces over Populations of Structures

Suppose that one has identified the population of structures of interest and
embodied that as a ‘space’ of structures S. Now, further suppose that the270

objective is to carry out data-based SHM on and across this space i.e. the
ultimate aim will be to allow data-based inferences to transfer between the
structures [3]. Each member of the population si will have an associated
feature space Fi (it is serendipitous that one can use the same symbol as for
‘fibre’). For the moment, it will be assumed that all the feature spaces are275

dimensionally equivalent and physically equivalent, which means they can all
be assigned the same fibre space F .

To make things specific, it will be assumed that the features in each case are
the first four natural frequencies of the structure in question. In this case,
one can regard the totality of feature spaces as an R

4
+-bundle over S. As280

mentioned earlier, it will not always be possible to insist that S is a manifold,
but this will hold for the first simple example here. Assume that S is the
space of cantilever beams made of homogeneous and isotropic materials. (For
the purposes of modal analysis, one can also assume linear elasticity.) In this
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case, the cantilever is uniquely specified by its physical dimensions (length285

l, width w and thickness t), and material constants (density ρ, Young’s
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν), so S ∼= R

6
+. So S is again a (flat) manifold

with boundary, and the feature bundle associated with the problem is as
shown in Figure 4.

S = R
6
+ = {(l, w, t, ρ, E, ν)}

E = F × R
6
+

F

s

π

Figure 4: Collected feature spaces across a population of structures S considered as a
vector bundle.

The first question one might ask is: why is a bundle needed, why not a290

single set of natural frequencies for each s ∈ S? The answer is that the
problem of interest is SHM and the features will change as damage occurs;
the feature space is needed to cover the range of healthy states of S. Again,
to make things specific, assume that the damage can be characterised as
loss of stiffness, and this can be modelled as loss of Young’s modulus. One295

defines d ∈ [0, 1] such that Ed = (1 − d)E such that d = 0 corresponds
to normal condition and d = 1 corresponds to maximal damage. So, the
fibre above s = (l, w, t, ρ, E, ν) is the set of natural frequencies of all beams
with properties (l, w, t, ρ, Ed, ν). Now, the theoretical natural frequencies
are actually the solutions to an eigenvalue problem determined by s, so it is300

not immediately clear that the fibres will glue together so that the natural
frequencies for a given state form a nice section of the bundle.

Note the implicit assumption here that the structures represented in the base
manifold are healthy structures. Damage conditions are thus represented
by ‘state variables’ in the bundle space, i.e. d in the current example. The305
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problem of ensuring this condition is practical or operational, rather than
geometrical, and will not be discussed further in this paper; however, it will
be discussed in future publications on the PBSHM framework.

Before considering this problem a little further, it is necessary to point out
another simplification that is implicitly being made here – which is that the310

features associated with (above a) given structure s can be considered to
be a ‘point’ in F . In general, a fundamental part of any data-based SHM
strategy is the existence of training data. This requirement means that the
feature space above s will actually contain many points, and there will need
to be points for each damage condition that one seeks to classify (and means315

in turn, that there will need to be at least one index di for the ith condition).
For simplicity again, assume that the SHM problem is novelty detection i.e.
one seeks only to establish if damage is present within the structure. This
is an unsupervised learning problem and can be accomplished if data are
known, characteristic of the normal (undamaged) state [22]. A basic outlier320

analysis would require enough data to construct a sample mean vector for the
normal damage features, and a sample covariance matrix. If one then regards
the mean and covariance as fixed feature data characteristic of the normal
condition, one can regard them as points in an associated feature space which
contains ‘deterministic’ quantities. If one had a univariate feature space with325

feature x, the associated feature space would be parametrised by x and σx.
The alternative approach would be to take a fully probabilistic view of the
bundles, and it is not immediately clear how to accomplish that, although
it will be the subject of future research. For the sake of simplifying the
geometry here, it will be assumed that a health state of s will be represented330

by a single point in the fibre over s.

This discussion points to the existence of an important, if not critical structure
in the problem. If one is to carry out novelty detection at any structure in
s, one needs training data or feature data which characterise the normal
condition of s. Assuming that this can be characterised by a single point, it is335

clear that the normal condition states over the whole population, determine a
section of the feature bundle; this will be referred to as the normal section for
the population (Figure 5). Another way of characterising the basic damage
detection problem boils down to the problem of specifying the normal section
across the population from normal condition data measured on only a subset340

of the population. In the simplest terms, one might regard this as an
interpolation problem. In the univariate case discussed above, suppose that
the data x and σx are known at sufficiently many training structures, that
the values can be interpolated onto neighbouring structures with no training
data; in this case, the interpolated values can be used for outlier analysis345

when monitored data become available at the structures without training
data. Of course, the problems will generally involve multi-class classification,
and even novelty detection will need more sophisticated approaches than
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basic outlier analysis; in these cases, the idea will be to use transfer learning
[3]. This discussion raises an important point; while interpolation/transfer350

might be a powerful tool here, one must be careful not to extrapolate. This
issue means that any transfer from a structure s to a ‘neighbouring’ structure
s′, should only be allowed if s and s′ are sufficiently close to each other, as
measured in some appropriate metric on S. All of the spaces of structures
discussed so far have been flat, as in fact, have all the bundle spaces, so355

the standard Euclidean metric could be employed. For more complicated
spaces of structures, which may not even be manifolds, it will be necessary
to establish a ‘metric’ of some form. The most general space of structures
envisioned in these foundations for PBSSHM is the complex network of
attributed graphs mentioned at various points earlier; that this space has a360

metric structure is demonstrated and discussed in [2], in this series.

A further remark on interpolation and approximation in curved spaces, is
that any derivatives involved in the analysis could be covariant derivatives
and these would need to be estimated from (potentially sparse) data. There
is theory available for such numerical analysis in manifolds, and it is discussed365

briefly in the context of SHM in [23]. Again, all the bundles discussed here
so far have been flat and globally trivial.

S

E

s1

s2

s4s

s5

n(s3)

n(s4)

n(s5)

n(s1)

n(s)

s3

n(s2)

Figure 5: Normal section n(s) of a feature bundle over a space of structures S. It is
assumed that normal condition data are not known for the point s. Interpolation/transfer
of the normal condition from any neighbouring points si should only be considered if they
are sufficient close to s in some metric on S. In this diagrammatic example, s5 might be
considered ‘too far away’; for transfer.
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One can now briefly return to the problem alluded to earlier, that the feature
spaces may not glue together nicely to form a bundle with nice sections.
Consider the problem of mode-swapping. One normally orders the natural370

frequencies of a structure in order of magnitude; to simplify matters suppose
that one focusses on only two modes: a bending mode and a torsional
mode. It may happen, that as one varies the structure s continuously in
S (i.e. by smoothly varying E in the case of the cantilever beams), the
natural frequencies may cross each other i.e. one might go from the bending375

mode as lowest frequency, to the torsional mode. If one does not track this
phenomenon, and simply keeps the order of frequencies from the eigenvalue
problem, the normal section will appear to have a C1 discontinuity. This
exchange of modes could also occur as damage progresses in a single structure
s e.g. in the cantilever case discussed above, as d is varied. For the moment,380

it will be assumed that these problems do not occur; feature bundles and the
sections of interest will be assumed to be well-behaved. Even if singularities
like those mentioned do not cause basic problems with the geometry, they
would be likely to cause issues with interpolation/transfer, and should be
avoided if possible.385

In all the cases considered so far, the overall construction of the bundles is
not an issue; this is because they are all trivial bundles i.e. the total spaces
are all globally trivial. In fact, all bundles over contractible3 base spaces are
trivial [13].

5. Feature Bundles and Confounding Influences390

It is important to discuss how another important issue in SHM might impact
on a geometrical formulation, this is the issue of confounding influences. In
order for feature data to be useful for SHM purposes, they must clearly be
sensitive to damage. The natural frequencies discussed so far are candidate
features because they are damage sensitive. For example, when a crack grows395

in a structure, it will reduce the stiffness locally, and there may also be friction
because of rubbing of the crack interfaces; both of these mechanisms will
reduce the natural frequencies. The problem is that many benign variations
in the operational conditions and/or environment may also reduce the natural
frequencies e.g. an increase in temperature, or traffic on a bridge will reduce400

frequencies. If one is using novelty detection for SHM, one is essentially only
looking for changes in the features; if the features change because of benign
changes to the environment, one will potentially produce a false alarm for
damage. This problem has long been recognised [22], a good review in the
context of standard SHM can be found in [9]. In general, one needs to remove405

3A space is contractible, if it can be continuously deformed (shrunk) to a point within
the space; this is essentially trivial topology. All Rn

+ are contractible, as are R
n.
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the effects of benign variations before applying the diagnostic algorithm, this
is a process often called data normalisation. In broad terms, one can divide
data normalisation algorithms into subtraction and projection schemes [24].

In order to discuss these matters, the earlier example of the space of cantilever
beams will suffice. Suppose that some subset of the properties of the beams410

are temperature dependent (in reality, they all are to some extent or other).
For simplicity, it will be assumed that only the Young’s modulus E(θ) is a
function of the temperature θ. In practice the temperature variations will be
restricted to some interval [θmin, θmax]. If the vector of natural frequencies
is now denoted by f(s), it is clear that they will also be functions of θ.415

Furthermore, because this is an SHM problem, the frequencies are also
functions of d, the damage severity variable. So f(s) = f(s, θ, d), by virtue
of the fact that E = E(s, θ, d). Now, the points on the normal section of
the feature bundle are those points corresponding to d = 0, but they are
still functions of θ. When one is measuring features for SHM, the ‘physics420

of interest’ is whether the structure is damaged or not; this means that the
variations due to temperature (or any other confounding variable) can be
regarded as gauge variations. The difference here is that one cannot easily
assign a group action to the variations; in the first place θ takes values on
an interval, so can not be given a group structure directly (although one425

could monotonically transform that range onto the whole of R); secondly,
the effect of temperature on the natural frequencies is complicated, so the
action will not generally allow an analytical formulation. Putting aside these
issues, one can still regard confounding variables as gauge degrees of freedom.
Apart from the simplicity of removing gauge variables, they are actually a430

nuisance in this problem. It is clear that a form of gauge-fixing is needed,
and this is essentially what data normalisation is. Note that, like the damage
state variables, the different temperature states available to a given structure
are represented in the feature bundle; the representation of the structure
in the base space will correspond to a reference temperature. There is no435

restriction to a common reference temperature in the space of structures;
variations can be accommodated as long as appropriate data normalisation
is applied. (This freedom will be clearly illustrated in the case study in the
second part of this paper.)

One approach to the data normalisation problem in this context, is essentially440

a subtraction scheme; it assumes that measurements of the temperature are
available, so that points f(si, θ, 0) are known on some subset of structures
si; if this is the case, one can fit a series of regression models like the linear,

f(si, θ, 0) = f(si, 0, 0) + f
1
θ + ... (11)
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E = R
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F = R
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S

Figure 6: Sequence of bundles arising from cointegration of time series features.
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where f
1

is a vector of regression coefficients. This allows one to gauge
fix to the normal condition features f(si, 0, 0), and these can, in principle,445

be transferred onto neighbouring members of the populations – systems s –
which do not have training data.

Projection methods offer a more geometrical solution to the problem; this also
allows for the discussion of time-series features, which have not appeared up
to now. Suppose that the feature data for a given system si are multivariate450

time series, which have been sampled over a time [0, Ti] and have Ni samples.
The features are thus represented by an Ni × Di matrix [X] where Di is
the number of time series variables. This is too general for immediate use,
so it will be assumed that Ti = T , Ni = N and Di = D, for fixed T , N
and D. This is quite a high-dimensional feature space; it is R

DN , where N455

might be large4. In general, the quantities measured in structural dynamics:
displacements,velocities, accelerations etc. will be zero-mean as stochastic
processes, so the feature spaces and thus fibres in the feature bundle are
vector spaces in this case.

One approach to projection – and arguably the state of the art – is cointegra-460

tion [25, 26]. In this approach, the confounding influences are considered to
be common nonstationary trends in the data which can be removed by form-
ing appropriate combinations of the components of the multivariate series.
The details of the algorithms etc. are not relevant here – the curious reader
can consult the original papers [25, 26]. Other benefits of cointegration,465

and projection methods in general [27, 28], are that one does not require
measurements of the confounding variables, and that multiple influences can
be removed in one step. In the case under discussion here, cointegration, via
a linear combination with coefficients β, reduces the D nonstationary time
series – the columns of [X] – to a single stationary time series (arrayed in a470

vector) x, which has been purged of its temperature variation i.e. has been
gauge-fixed. The geometry of the situation is shown in Figure 6.

In this geometrical context, cointegration is a bundle map. It is interesting,
and may be important to note that, as cointegration produces a zero-mean
residual time series, the normal section in CI (see Figure 6), is actually475

the zero section of the bundle [13]. In terms of interpolation/transfer, the
cointegration vectors can potentially be transferred between members of the
population, from a subset with training data, to those with none.

It is worth considering geometrical issues which might arise in dealing with
cointegrating vectors. Returning to the examples of the cantilever beams;480

4As before, the fact that there will generally be multiple samples of training data is
ignored; it is assumed that each structure has a ‘point’ in the feature space corresponding
to each damage state of interest.
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suppose one considers the features that might arise from the situation where
θ and d both vary. The possible features will live on a two-dimensional
submanifold of the four-dimensional fibre (four natural frequencies); however,
both temperature increase and damage can cause the natural frequencies to
decrease. This observation means that a feature might arise from temperature485

decrease alone or damage alone, so the ‘submanifold’ will actually self-
intersect, so can not actually be a manifold. This observation will bear
further investigation.

6. Feature Bundles and More Complicated Spaces of Structures

In order to motivate the discussion of this section, it will consider the Irre-490

ducible Element (IE) and Attributed Graph (AG) representations of structures
as discussed in [2, 3].

If the population of structures of interest is homogeneous [1], each structure
will be parameterised by the same number of continuous parameters, and all
corresponding parameters will have the same physical interpretation. In this495

case, the situation is like the space/population of cantilever beams discussed
earlier and the space of structures S will be a manifold. However, in general,
one might have to deal with a heterogeneous population. As a simplified
example of this situation, one might consider a population of laminated
cantilever beams. Adding the number of layers nL as an explicit parameter500

yields a set of 6nL + 1 parameters per beam {nL, {li, wi, ti, ρi, Ei, νi}, i =
1, . . . , nl}, assuming perfect interfaces. So the cantilevers do not look too
strange, one can assume common values of li and wi. The problem is that
the set of structures is not a manifold; it is not even a topological space,
because it has different dimensions in different places.505

The obvious mathematical solution to the problem is to partition the set
into subsets with common numbers of layers, and then one simply has
multiple versions of the original cantilever problem; more parameters, but
no new geometry. Unfortunately, the whole point of the exercise is to solve
problems in data-based SHM; to move inferences from structures where one510

has training data, to structures where one does not. One can only partition
the population, if each subset has enough exemplars with data for transfer
to be feasible within the subset/sub-population. PBSHM is proposed in the
first place to deal with the problem that data across populations may well
be scarce. If pragmatism demands that one has to deal with heterogeneous515

populations, one has to adopt the methods appropriate to those problems
i.e. to match structures and transfer inferences across more complicated
populations [3].

For now, it will be assumed that there is a characterisation of the population
in terms of AG representations of the structures. The most general structure520
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one can adopt in this situation is to assume a complex network with nodes
comprised of the AGs [2]. Transfer between structures in such a population
is the detailed subject of other papers in this series [3]; the discussion here
will concentrate on the geometry of the feature spaces associated with the
structures. Each AG model within the population will have varying numbers525

of parameters, so the space S can not be a manifold. As discussed earlier, the
least one can ask of this S is that it be equipped with a metric of some kind
so that the ‘closeness’ of structures can be measured, and transfer is only
attempted for structures that are appropriately close in the metric. Classical
graph matching metrics are available [29, 30], and metrics for matching530

attributed graphs have been proposed based on machine learning [31].

E = F × S

F F

S = CN{AGi}

AG1
AG2

AG(s)

Figure 7: Feature bundle over a more complicated space of structures. S = CN{AGi} is a
complex network of attributed graphs. The space is equipped with a metric and transfer
of SHM inferences between two structures would be enabled if they were sufficiently close
in the metric. In the current schematic AG1 would be considered close enough to AG(s),
but AG2 would not.

Even if the population is heterogeneous, it may be that their feature spaces
are homeomorphic e.g. it may have been decided to monitor the first nf
natural frequencies across the population. In this case, it may be possible to
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assemble the feature spaces into a ‘vector bundle’ over S (Figure 7). Transfer535

will be enabled again between fibres if the source task and target task are
sufficiently close in the metric of S. If a number of structures with training
data are sufficiently close, multi-source transfer might be enabled [32].

7. Machine Learning for Geometrical Problems with Graphs

While the geometrical reasoning so far has motivated some interesting observa-540

tions about population-based SHM, it has not produced any clear suggestions
for solutions to the problems highlighted. In order to make progress for now,
it will be necessary to apply some ideas from machine learning. For clarity,
it is useful to concentrate on one specific problem, and the remainder of
this paper will be concerned with the estimation of the normal condition545

section over a population of structures, as discussed in Section 4. Recall
that the normal section is a map into the feature bundle over a population,
which selects features corresponding to the undamaged condition of a given
structure represented by a point in the base space. In this case, the base
space is the complex network of attributed graphs CN{AG}. The desired550

map is thus of the form,

n : CN{AG} −→ F (12)

where F is the feature space of interest, and so also the fibre of the feature
bundle. In the remainder of this paper, the feature of interest will be the
first natural frequency of structure ω, so the desired map is,

n(AGi) = ωi (13)

where i indexes the structure/graph of interest.555

As discussed, the problem is to find n from a finite (probably small) training
set of known structures with known/measured (first) natural frequencies:
{(AGi, ωi); i = 1, . . . , Nt}. In purely geometrical terms, this is an interpo-
lation problem; however, it is clearly addressable using machine learning
(particularly when noting that the measurements will generally be noisy),560

where it would be regarded as a regression problem. The issue is that the
input space is a set of graphs, as distinct from points in some R

n, which
would be usual for a regression problem. This is an important distinction,
which would rule out most standard regression models like artificial neural
networks (ANNs) [33, 34].565

Because graphs are ubiquitous across many problems, learning from them
has been studied a great deal, particularly in the modern context of deep
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learning; a useful recent survey is [35]. One way to deal with graphs, is to
embed them in a more easily-understood space; this is the graph embedding
problem i.e. one establishes a map,570

ψ : CN{AG} −→ R
m (14)

where m is the embedding dimension. After applying ψ, standard machine
learning is used. A good recent survey on graph embedding is [36].

As one might imagine, graph embedding is not trivial, particularly if the
objective is to embed in a low-dimensional space but to retain all of the
important graph structure. There are two main problems:575

1. Graphs will generally have different numbers of nodes and edges, so it
is not obvious how to embed in a space of fixed dimension m.

2. Graphs do not have unique representations themselves. The way that
the nodes and edges are labelled is unimportant; if one permutes all
the indices of the nodes, the graph structure itself is unchanged. In580

mathematical terms, suppose that an operation π permutes the node
indices of a graph G (and of course the edge indices, accordingly), then
the embedding should satisfy ψ(π(G)) = ψ(G). In an attributed graph,
the operation π would also carry the attribute vectors onto the correct
nodes and edges.585

In terms of the latter problem, one could try and learn a many-to-one
mapping to project out the permutations, but this makes the learning
problem more difficult. The alternative is to try and learn n and ψ together,
using algorithms tailored to graph inputs. This is the approach that will be
followed in this paper; specifically using graph networks [37].590

Before proceeding, it will be necessary to establish some notation for graphs;
where possible, this will follow [2].

A graph G will consist of a set of nodes/vertices V , together with a set of
edges E, connecting the nodes; thus G = {V,E}. The number of nodes will be
denoted by nV and the number of edges by nE ≤ n2V . V = {Vi; i = 1, . . . , nv}595

and E = {Eij ; 1 ≤ i, j,≤ nV }.

Which edges in a graph are actually present will be indicated by an adjacency
matrix A, where Aij = 1 if there is an edge between Vi and Vj , and Aij = 0
otherwise. The diagonal elements Aii, will only be non-zero if self-edges are
allowed in the graph. Multi-graphs arise if a node pair is allowed to have more600

than one connecting edge; this is indicated in the adjacency graph, by setting
Aij = k if the vertices Vi and Vj are connected by k edges. For directed
graphs, the elements Aij and Aji are used to distinguish the directions of
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the edges. If a permutation operator π acts on V , the action of π on E is to
permute the rows and columns of A accordingly.605

In [2], the attribute vectors for a node Vi are denoted by θi, and for an edge
Eij by θij ; however, in this paper it will be convenient to adopt a notation
consistent with [37]. In this notation, the attribute vectors associated with a
node Vi will be denoted vi. Furthermore, the edges will be indexed Ei, with
i = 1, . . . , nE and their attribute vectors denoted by ei.610

In the following, graphs will also be allowed global attributes associated with
the entire graph; these will be denoted u.

Suppose that an edge Ek in a graph is directed between nodes Vi and Vj ,
then Vi is termed a sender node for the edge, and is denoted Sk (with index
sk); Vj is termed a receiver node, and denoted Rk (with index rk). Unless615

the graph is a multi-graph, edges will only have one receiver and sender node.

With these conventions, a general attributed graph is characterised as,

AG = {V,E, {v}, {e}, u} (15)

and the machine learning problem of interest here is to learn the map
n : AG −→ ω, given training data {(AGi, ωi); i = 1, . . . , nT }. In order to
accomplish this, the map will need to be represented in terms of tunable620

parameters. In general, one might also include tunable parameters in the
graph structures to facilitate the learning process. In the problem considered
here, the parameter ω will actually be included as a tunable global attribute.
As usual, training will be accomplished via an iterative algorithm, as specified
in [37]625

8. Graph Neural Networks

8.1. Introduction

Machine learning is a means of constructing connections between quantities
of interest, based on observations of those quantities. Most of the effort so
far has been concerned with learning input-output mappings for regression630

or classification problems, where the input and output quantities are vectors
in multidimensional real vector spaces; many of the ‘classical’ algorithms e.g.
Gaussian processes, neural networks (NN) [33, 34], support vector machines
(SVM) [38], operate in precisely this manner. In more recent years, this
viewpoint has been recognised as quite restrictive in a wide range of disciplines635

including: social networking [39, 40, 41], biology [42], chemistry [43], medicine
[44], engineering [45] etc. The issue has been that interest has been focussed
on relationships between objects which exist in more diverse structures than
vector spaces.
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A fairly trivial problem presented in [37], illustrates where such algorithms640

can fail. The problem is to calculate the centre of mass of a planetary system.
Assuming training data for a fixed number of planets and their resulting
centroid, a ‘traditional’ ML algorithm will probably be able to calculate
the centroids for solar systems in testing data sets constructed in the same
manner. However, the algorithm would fail if one were to take as an input,645

a permutation of the input vector (with masses moved as the planet indices
move); it will only work if the coordinates of the planets are given in a specific
order and according to the distribution of the training data. Furthermore,
if the number of planets was not fixed, it would be impossible to get an
estimate of their centre of mass using the specific model; a new model would650

have to be trained with appropriate data. These are the same problems
highlighted earlier in terms of learning on graphs: the graphs do not have
fixed ‘dimension’ and have a natural permutation invariance which is not
respected by classical methods.

In order to solve problems like the one described above, various types of graph655

networks (GNs) have been developed. A large class of GNs is encompassed
by the approach introduced in [37], so that model will form the basis of
the discussion here. The algorithm uses graphs as both inputs and outputs.
The graphs have attributes assigned to their nodes, their edges and also
globally. With this representation of data, the algorithm becomes invariant to660

permutations on the inputs and also becomes, via the proposed computational
blocks, invariant to the size of the graph; i.e. the same model may be applied
to graphs of any size. Such an algorithm is well-suited to perform inference
amongst structures, since they may differ a lot in size, materials, functionality
etc. Even the layout of substructures within the greater structure plays665

a crucial role in the behaviour of the system [2]. The prior information
provided by the user as an IE-model or AG of the structure contains a great
deal of guidance in terms of how variable and complex structures can be. The
formulation is extremely versatile and existing neural network algorithms
may be considered as a subclass of the newly proposed algorithm [37].670

Furthermore, by using graphs as the objects of interest, the algorithm allows
different inductive biases in the model to those encountered in classical
machine learning. An example of an inductive bias is the introduction of
L2 regularisation for training of a neural network; this reflects a belief that
smooth mappings should be favoured, and this can be imposed by favouring675

solutions with lower weight values on network connections. In classification
or regression problems, this inductive bias will select a more smooth decision
boundary or approximating function from the neural network. Another
widely-used inductive bias is applied in the architecture of convolutional
neural networks [46]. By applying local convolution operators in the earlier680

layers, the algorithm looks for local patterns; objects within an image for
example. The intensity of each local object is extracted and used as a feature
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in a later fully-connected multilayer perceptron.

In the case of graphs, inductive biases are inserted into the model via
connections defined in the representation of data. Such biases are well known685

in the field of probabilistic graphicals models (PGMs). A good example of
this is the PGM for a Markov process, where the state node at time t is only
connected to the state node at time t−1, because it is dependent on that state
and no previous ones. Different types of connections may also be motivated
by inductive biases, expanding the connectivity and functionality of the690

network. In the framework of PBSHM, the geometrical formulation discussed
in the first part of the paper is anticipated to motivate new inductive biases
which will further empower algorithms.

The rest of this paper will be taken up with demonstrating the potential
power of graph networks in addressing geometrical problems in population-695

based SHM, of the sort described in the first part of the paper. Because
GNN methods have not previously been used in SHM, the basic terminology
and the form of the algorithm will be discussed in some detail.

8.2. Graph network computational blocks

As discussed earlier, computations within the algorithm should be applicable700

to graphs of any size. In the most general case, the algorithm is required to
take a graph (with node, edge and global attributes represented by vectors)
as input. A general graph of this type is shown in Figure 8; edges are directed
from one node to another; self-connections and multi-graphs are allowed. For
the sake of simplicity (and this is sufficient for the case study later), it is705

assumed that all node attribute vectors have the same dimension, the same
being true for edge attributes. In the most general case, every element of
the graph has attributes; however, if it is convenient for the user, a class of
elements (e.g. edges) may not have any attributes.

vi

ek u u

vi

vsk vrk

ek

{Global attributes}

{Node attributes}

{Edge attributes}

Figure 8: General graph architecture.

The output of the algorithm is also a graph. Most commonly, it is a graph710

with the same topology but with different values of attributes on all its
elements. However, the attribute vectors of the output graph do not need
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to have the same dimension as those of the input graph. For example, the
nodes in a graph representing a mass-spring system moving in time might
have input attributes specified by the forces applied on each node and the715

current displacements and velocities of the nodes, while the output graph
from the algorithm may only have attributes showing the velocities after the
next time step of the simulation.

The main iterations of the graph network algorithm are divided into compu-
tational blocks or GN blocks; these are in turn divided into three updating720

operations or steps, which define the transition from a given graph to another
with different (or updated) values on the attribute vectors of its elements:

1. the edge updates,

2. the node updates, and

3. the global attribute updates.725

In each iteration, or block, the values of the new attribute vectors are
calculated for every element of the graph. The blocks are repeated until
some convergence or termination criterion is met. In the case of learning
a model from data, the maximum number of computational blocks applied
is a hyperparameter of the model, whose definition may be informed by730

physical intuition into the problem, or established by cross validation. As
described later, some of the individual updates within a block may be omitted
according to the application for which the model is used. A more detailed
description of the individual updating steps follows. Quantities after updates
are denoted by the ’ symbol.735

8.2.1. Edge update

During this step, illustrated in in Figure 9, the attributes of the edges of the
graph are updated. The new attributes of the edge (ek

′) are computed using
the initial attributes of: the edge itself, the sender and receiver nodes of the
edge and the global attributes of the graph. The update takes the form,740

ek
′ = φe(ek, vsk , vrk , u) (16)

where φe is a function learned during the overall training process.

Note that this operation is purely local, and is invariant under permutation
operations on the graph; this follows because a change in the indexing
of the nodes would relabel the indices for the sender and receiver nodes.
Furthermore, as the edge update is applied to all edges in this step, the745

overall step is permutation invariant. The role of φe in this step is rather
like the convolution kernel in a CNN, in the sense that the same function is
applied locally across all edges.
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vsk vrk

e′k

u

Figure 9: Edge update step.

8.2.2. Node update

In the second step, illustrated in Figure 10, the attributes of each node are750

updated; to do so, the attributes of all the edges E′, pointing to the node to
be updated, are fed into a aggregative function ρe→v. This function must be
a summation or averaging function, so that it takes as many inputs as are
dictated by the neighbourhood of the node and outputs an attribute vector
of fixed size. In this step, ρe→v is analogous to the activation function in a755

normal neural network and is not learned, but pre-specified. Following this
step, another function φv is evaluated,

vk
′ = φv(ρe→v(E′), vk, u) (17)

with arguments from the aggregative function and the initial node and global
attributes at the start of the block. It should be clear that this update is
also permutation invariant and local. The function φv is also learned from760

the training data.

8.2.3. Global update

The final step, illustrated in Figure 11, is performed to update the global
features. This time, the attribute vector of every node is passed as argument
into another aggregative function ρv→u, and similarly, every edge feature vec-765

tor into an aggregative function ρe→u. Finally, a further function evaluation
yields,

u′ = φu(ρe→u(E′), ρv→u(V ′), u) (18)
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v′

k

e′k

u

Figure 10: Node update.

The function φu, is learned from the training data, while ρe→u and ρv→u are
selected by the user.

v′

k

e′k

u′

Figure 11: Global update.

It is clear that the individual updating steps pass on information only770

from the local neighbourhoods of the graph elements. For this reason, if
the user wishes, more computational blocks can be applied on the input
graph before reaching the final graph, which has the target values as its
features. Additional computational steps have the effect of extending the
region of influence of the updates beyond the immediate neighbourhoods775

of the elements concerned. Once the blocks have been applied, the other
functions φe etc. in the model are updated.
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8.3. Graph neural network training

In general, the functions φ described above could be represented by any
nonparametric model; in practice, they are often selected to be neural780

networks. Adding in the weights of these networks to the complete set of
trainable parameters, completes the specification of the GN, which can now
be referred to as a Graph Neural Network (GNN). Training of the network
parameters is now accomplished using backpropagation of errors via any
classical ANN algorithm e.g. scaled conjugate gradients [33, 34].785

The full training iteration including the computational block is illustrated
in Figure 12. The gradients from an error function calculated according to
target values (u′target, V

′

target, e
′

target) and the outputs (u′, V ′, e′) are computed
and backpropagated.

u

v

e

u′

v′

e′

φu

φu

ρv → u

φe

ρe → v ρe → u

Edge
block

Node
block

Global
block

Figure 12: Full computation block (motivated by [37]).

With this approach to training the model, several target values may be790

approximated. The output graph may have values for the attributes of nodes
and edges and the global ones. In practice, the user may only be interested
in approximating attributes on one type of element, or even just a subset of
those elements. If, for example, only the node attributes are of predictive
interest (e.g. the material and geometric properties of irreducible elements795

in PBSHM [2]), a much reduced computational block is possible, as depicted
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Reduced computation block.

9. A GNN Application in Population-Based SHM

9.1. Application description

The application problem chosen here is the estimation of the normal cross800

section of the feature bundle over a population of structures expressed as
attributed graphs. To simplify matters, the feature will be the first natural
frequency of the structures in question; this is still a highly nontrivial function
of the structural composition. Because the structures exist within an abstract
(non-vector) space which is not immediately expressed as a manifold, the805

GNN algorithm is employed, since it is a non-Euclidean algorithm. The
procedure implicitly followed is shown in Figure 14. As discussed earlier,
there is no need of a direct embedding of the space of graphs. Before the
GNN algorithm is applied, there is a need to convert the structures of interest
into attributed graphs (AGs); a general approach to this problem is explained810

in the second paper in this series [2]. This step will also be simplified in
the current work by concentrating on a population of structures – trusses –
which have a direct and unambiguous conversion into AGs.

Truss structures are assembled from rod elements connected at simple joints;
the members are connected only at their edges and so are ‘two force elements’,815

loaded only in their axial dimension. As a result, the elements are either
under simple tension or compression. Despite their apparent simplicity,
truss structures are widely used in engineering, with both planar and three-
dimensional geometries. Many bridges are constructed as trusses, particularly
for railway use, as well as stadium rooftops, antennae, cranes etc. In Figure 15,820
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Figure 14: Scheme to be followed to approximate first natural frequencies of structures
using GNNs.

a railway bridge and a simple model representation are shown5. Considering
the planar model, it is clear that the transformation of trusses into graphs
should be a straightforward task.

In forming the AG models of trusses, it is useful to depart from the general
principles for forming irreducible element (IE) models as discussed in [2],825

where one would identify the truss members as [rod] IEs6 and regard the nodes
of the truss as the joints. Because the truss has such a natural representation
as a graph, it is convenient to identify the nodes as the IEs and the edges
as the joints. The attributes for the nodes will then be the positions and
boundary conditions of the vertices, while the attributes of the edges will830

be the material and physical characteristics of the rod members. Potential
environmental conditions, such as temperature can also be encoded within
the graph as global attributes. The attribute vectors will have two real values
for the two-dimensional coordinates and two values with binary encoding
defining whether the node is fixed in the x or y directions respectively.835

Internal connections between members are modelled as pinned. The physical
attributes of the edges/members that will affect the problem of defining
natural frequencies, are the stiffnesses of the members. The stiffness K of a
truss member is given by K = EA/L, where E is the Young’s modulus of
the member, A is its area and L its length. The length and the sine and840

cosine of the members’ angles could actually be inferred by the algorithm
from the coordinates of the nodes, but they are included here in the edge

5The bridge image was taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truss: last ac-
cessed 11/11/20.

6Square brackets are used to indicate irreducible element classes [2].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: (a) Truss railway bridge, and (b) simple planar model.
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attributes to facilitate the algorithm in defining the member stiffnesses.

Another way to include the information needed to infer member stiffnesses
is by a categorical encoding. Truss members could be categorised according845

to their material and cross-sectional area; different members have the same
material and cross section and so will belong to the same category. Different
categories may be defined and the category to which an edge/member belongs
can be specified via several binary variables. For example, considering the
truss structure and model from Figure 15, one might assume that the members850

at the top of the structure have the same material and cross section, that
the members connecting the top and bottom of the structure belong to a
second class and that the members at the bottom to a third one. Under
these assumptions, the AG representation of the structure is shown in Figure
16. The figure shows that the two nodes on the left and right side at the855

base of the structure have fixed boundary conditions, while other nodes are
free to move (components 3 and 4 of the node attribute vectors). The binary
attribute vectors associated with edges specify the members as belonging to
the top, centre or bottom classes. A potential global attribute of the graph,
is the environmental temperature (30◦C) that the truss is experiencing; this860

is shown in the top left of the figure.

9.2. Simulation Experiments

Using the graphical representation of trusses discussed above, three studies
were carried out in order to investigate the capability of the GNN algorithm
in estimating the normal section across a population. As mentioned earlier,865

the feature of interest is the first natural frequency (denoted ω here) of the
structures. Each case study considers a different population of trusses.

1. Case Study One: The first study concerns a truss population repre-
sented by graphs with one common type of member, with defined area
A and Young’s modulus E. In combination, the quantity EA is equal870

to 104 and there is no temperature variation in this study. Because
the structures can have different numbers of elements and differing
connectivity, they represent a truly heterogeneous population [2, 3]; in
fact, it is highly heterogeneous in terms of topology. As there is only
type of member in this example, there is no need for the categorical875

encoding in the edge attributes.

2. Case Study Two: In this study the members have a linear relation-
ship between the temperature and their EA, which is shown in Figure
17. In this case, the quantity EA is continuously variable according880

to the same function for every member; therefore, as in the first case
study, the edge attributes do not need a categorical/binary encoding
of the member type.
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(a) Detailed attribute representation.

[30]

(b) Simplified ‘categorical’ representation.

Figure 16: Network representation of the bridge shown in Figure 15. (a) shows a detailed
representation in terms or explicit node (blue) and edge (red) attributes; (b) shows a
simplified representation indicating fixed (black) and pinned (white) nodes, with the three
member types colour coded as ‘top’ (orange), ‘middle’ (red) and ‘bottom’ (blue).
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3. Case Study Three: In this case, the population allows a second type885

of member which has a nonlinear relationship between EA and global
temperature; thus requiring a binary encoding of the member type.
This relationship is shown in Figure 18 (EA = −13T 2 + 500T + 7200,
where T is the temperature).

In all the studies here, the populations of two-dimensional trusses were890

created by selecting the number of nodes randomly in the interval [10, 40],
with coordinates x and y in the interval [0, 10] and then creating the graphs
by applying Delaunay triangulation [47], on the nodes. Nodes were fixed in
the x and y directions randomly for all three populations. Random types of
member were assigned to every edge of the graph regarding the third case895

study. Random temperatures in the interval [20, 40] were assigned to each
truss for the second and third case studies. In all cases, the first natural
frequency was calculated from an eigenvalue analysis of the truss stiffness and
mass matrices. In order to facilitate training by providing more information
to the algorithm, the sine and cosine of angles and length of each member –900

encoding the relative positions of the nodes – were also included in the edge
attributes.

Figure 17: Linear relationship between temperature and EA of first type of members (Case
Studies Two and Three). Note that it is clearly unrealistic to assume that the stiffness
of a member would halve over a range of 20 degrees Celcius. However, the point of the
exercise here is to demonstrate that the methodology works well, even in the presence of
large confounding influences. For this reason, the influence of temperature is deliberately
exaggerated. We thank one of the anonymous reviewers for pointing out that clarification
was necessary here.
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Figure 18: Nonlinear relationship between temperature and EA of second type of members
(Case Study Three).

9.3. Results: Case Study One

For each experiment, three datasets (training, validation and testing) were
created, comprising data for 16000 trusses each; Figure 19 shows three905

randomly-selected structures from the data set. During training, different
GNN model structures were considered and the a cross-validation approach
was used to select the optimum. This exercise established that three compu-
tation blocks gave the best validation accuracy. Cross-validation was also
used to determine the size of the neural networks used in the edge, node and910

global updates.

Cross validation presented a computational problem for the current study.
In order to establish network hyperparameters like the number of units per
hidden layer, it is standard practice to adopt an approach like Tarassenko’s
[48], whereby the model is trained many times over a large range of hyperpa-915

rameters and evaluated on the validation data; the ‘optimal’ hyperparameters
are selected as those which produce the smallest validation error. Unfor-
tunately, many modern learning algorithms are extremely computationally
expensive; in this case, single runs of the GNN algorithm took several hours
on a powerful desktop computer. As a result, it was infeasible to conduct920

an exhaustive search over network hyperparameters, and a more restricted
search over a number of possibilities was adopted in each case. It is important
to note that this does not mean that the principle of cross validation was
at all violated; the structures were selected on the basis of their validation
error. The only negative consequence of adopting a limited candidate set925

for the hyperparameters is that the study will not necessarily attain the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19: Three randomly-selected truss structures generated as part of the training data
for the GNN algorithm in Case Study One. Black nodes represent fully fixed nodes, green
nodes are fixed in the x direction, blue are fixed in the y direction and in white are free
(pinned) nodes).
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best possible performance for models; however, it will be seen that the
performance achieved was very acceptable.

A standard least-squares loss function was used to compute the validation
error; however, in order to judge the results, a normalised mean-square error930

is reported, as defined by,

NMSE =
100

Nσ2ω

N
∑

i=1

(ω̂i − ωi)
2 (19)

where ωi is the target value for the natural frequency and ω̂i is the value
estimated by the algorithm, σ2ω is the variance of ω over the data set concerned.
This NMSE is useful as a metric since it is equal to 100% if the model
predictions (ω̂i) are set to the mean value, i.e. ω̂i = ω; values lower than935

100% reveal that the model is indeed capturing correlations in the data.
Experience with this NMSE indicates that good models are obtained for
values of less than 5%, with a value of less than 1% for excellent models.

9.3.1. Mean aggregative function

Using the approach proposed in [37], a summation or an averaging function940

is specified in the GNN framework for the functions ρe→v etc. For the first
case study, this approach was used. Different numbers of computational
blocks (CBs) and sizes of neural networks were tried incrementally. A fairly
coarse search was applied with about 10 random initialisations performed
per architecture. An interesting observation was that as the sizes of neural945

networks in the initial CB were increased, the sizes of the neural networks in
later CBs also needed to be increased in order to achieve acceptable accuracy.
Based on this observation, a gradual increase was implemented in the neural
networks of the first CB, followed by proportional increases in the layer sizes
of all the other networks.950

The sizes of the networks in the first CB were tested using 20 to 600 units
with an increment of 20. Following the scheme described, the best model was
found to have three computational blocks with neural network (NN) sizes
as shown in Table 1. The numbers represent the size of all the layers in the
neural networks. For example, in the first CB, the array 3, 64, 32 represents955

a neural network with an three-node input layer, a 64-node hidden layer and
a 32-node output layer. The input size of some networks is fully defined
by the size of the output layers of networks feeding them data, as shown
schematically by Figure 12. Such an example is the edge neural network
of the third CB which has an input layer with 290 nodes; this is the result960

of the concatenation of the updated edge attributes (50) coming from the
edge NN of the first CB, the updated node attributes (2 × 70) (sender and
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receiver nodes) and the updated global attributes of the second CB (100).
The input layers of the first CB have size equal to the total number of node,
edge and global attributes respectively, according to the encoding of the965

trusses described. Therefore, the input layer of the edge NN in the first
CB is of size three (length, cosine of the member angle, sine of the member
angle). All neural networks adopted use a rectified linear or ReLU activation
function [46].

The training history in terms of normalised mean square error of the model970

is shown in Figure 20.

First CB Second CB Third CB

Edge NN 3, 64, 32 132, 80, 50 290, 180, 80

Node NN 4, 72, 50 100, 100, 70 250, 300, 72

Global NN - 120, 200, 100 252, 300, 72, 1

Table 1: Sizes of neural networks used in the GNN model with mean aggregative function:
first case study.
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Figure 20: Training history of model using the summation aggregative function, training
(blue), validation (orange) and testing (green) datasets: first case study.

The results gave a very low NMSE of 1.55% on the training data; however the
errors on the validation and testing sets were 17.16% and 17.20% respectively
– quite a bit higher. It is encouraging that the validation and test errors are
equal; this indicates a consistent generalisation and may indicate that the975

underlying physics is being learnt by the algorithm. The validation and test
errors are consistent with each other throughout training. This consistency
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shows that the cross-validation strategy is working as intended; the degree
of generalisation seen over the validation set is the same as that observed
over the testing set. The algorithm achieves the minimum validation error at980

around 140 epochs and 22000 seconds (6.1 hours). One epoch is considered
to be the computation of all three CBs and update of all neural network
parameters for every sample of the dataset.

One concern with the algorithm was that there may a lot of information lost
because of the choice of aggregative function (averaging or summing). This985

possibility was investigated further.

9.3.2. Augmented aggregative function

The next run of the algorithm tried to allow more information to flow
through the neural networks via the aggregative functions in order to achieve
lower error in predicting the natural frequency. An augmentation of the990

aggregative functions was considered. If the aggregative functions are simply
averaging or summing vectors, then information about the distribution of
these vectors is lost. The augmentation should provide more information
about this distribution, so computing the variance as well as the mean value
was considered. Both the mean values and variances of the vectors are passed995

on to the neural networks of the GNN.

First CB Second CB Third CB

Edge NN 3, 64, 32 132, 80, 50 290, 180, 80

Node NN 4, 72, 50 150, 100, 70 330, 300, 72

Global NN - 240, 200, 100 404, 450, 150, 1

Table 2: Sizes of neural networks used in the GNN model with the augmented aggregative
function first case study.

The first case study was repeated and the training history this time is shown
in Figure 21. Because of the augmentation in the aggregative function,
an increase of inputs to the neural networks occurs and different sizes are
selected by cross validation, as shown in Table2. An example of this increase1000

in size in the input layer is clear in the global neural network of the second
CB. The size following the previous approach of a simple mean aggregative
function was 120 units; this time it is 240 units, since all aggregations of
features result in twice the number of attributes being fed into the later
neural networks. For this run, the minimum was achieved much faster than1005

before at around 18 epoches (1500 seconds = 25 minutes). The minimum
errors were 10.54% and 10.61% on the validation and testing sets respectively
– a considerable improvement. Again, the error is similar for both validation
and testing datasets; after extensive training (of the order of hours), the
training data actually approached zero.1010
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Figure 21: Training history of model using the augmented aggregative function, training
(blue), validation (orange) and testing (green) datasets: first case study.

9.4. Results: Case Study Two

For the second case study, the same approach was applied as before, but only
with the augmented aggregative function. The training histories are shown
in Figure 22 and the network architectures in Table 3. The convergence
speed is of a similar order to that for Case Study One. The minimum errors1015

for validation and testing were 10.96% and 11.21% respectively. This is quite
an impressive result, as the data now encompass different temperatures for
the trusses.

First CB Second CB Third CB

Edge NN 3, 64, 32 167, 80, 50 220, 180, 80

Node NN 4, 72, 50 235, 100, 70 330, 300, 72

Global NN 1, 120, 85 325, 200, 100 404, 450, 150, 1

Table 3: Sizes of neural networks used in the GNN model with the augmented aggregative
function: second case study.

9.5. Results: Case Study Three

Moving to the third case study and following the same approach, the training1020

histories shown in Figure 23 were obtained, with network architectures as
given in Table 4. Edge input attributes this time also include the binary
encoding of the member types, so there were five instead of three. The
validation and testing errors were 9.76% and 9.90% respectively. Again, this
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Figure 22: Training history of model using the augmented aggregative function, training
(blue), validation (orange) and testing (green) datasets: second case study.

is good result; in this case nonlinear temperature variation was added for a1025

class of the members. So far, the algorithm appears to be actually improving
with the complexity of the problem.

First CB Second CB Third CB

Edge NN 5, 100, 64 234, 100, 64 264, 250, 120

Node NN 4, 120, 85 298, 200, 100 440, 450, 150

Global NN 1, 120, 85 413, 200, 100 640, 450, 150, 1

Table 4: Sizes of neural networks used in the GNN model with the augmented aggregative
function: third case study.

In order to further test the extent to which the model learnt the underlying
physics of estimating the natural frequency, it was also tested on larger
trusses. The latter dataset was created in the same way as in Case Study1030

Three, but the number of nodes was randomly sampled in the interval
[41, 60]. Interestingly enough and proving that the algorithm has encoded
the underlying physics satisfactorily, the test error on the larger truss dataset
was 7.06%.

Both of the later two case studies included temperature variations in the1035

training data. This point is important, because it shows that the GNN
approach also offers a solution to the data normalisation problem discussed
in Section 5. In order to do novelty detection across a population, one
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Figure 23: Training history of model using the augmented aggregative function, training
(blue), validation (orange) and testing (green) datasets: third case study.

would need to have the feature data for each structure at some reference
temperature, otherwise the algorithm might signal novelty just because two1040

undamaged structures produced features from two different temperatures.
The GNN algorithm solves this problem, because it can be probed to give
the natural frequency corresponding to some reference temperature; this is
the normalisation step, also referred to as gauge fixing earlier in the paper.

10. Discussion1045

In the first part of the paper, the objective was simply to set out some
interesting geometrical structures – differentiable manifolds and fibre bundles
– and frame some problems in population-based SHM in geometrical terms
which may give insight, and thus point towards solutions. This part of the
paper is quite speculative in its nature; it may turn out to be the case that1050

only the simplest SHM problems can be formulated in such abstract terms.
However, it is certainly true to say that, in many cases where problems in
engineering and physics studied previously have been suited to a geometrical
formulation, it has led to considerable insights into those problems.

The second part of the paper uses a machine learning algorithm to solve1055

the normal section problem motivated by the geometrical approach. The
GNN algorithm chosen, operates directly on graph objects, and thus circum-
navigates the graph embedding problem encountered where one attempts
to map graph objects into vector spaces where classical machine learning
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algorithms are most easily applied. The GNN algorithm is used to solve the1060

normal section problem over a population of truss structures, allowing for
temperature variations across the training data for the algorithm. This is a
challenging problem in PBSHM for at least two reasons: the first is that the
population of structures is heterogeneous, trusses can have widely-varying
numbers of elements and disparate geometries. The second challenge comes1065

from temperature variation, which can create the problem of confounding
influences even when one is conducting SHM for an individual structure.

The results of the exercise are very good and prove the potential of the GNN
algorithm as a means of learning directly with attributed graphs, and in this
case solve the normal section problem for a natural frequency feature across1070

a population of truss structures. An improved version of the GNN algorithm
is demonstrated, based on an augmentation of the aggregative functions
used in the initial algorithm. The prediction error achieved in all three case
studies shown here, is quite low, especially considering how heterogeneous the
structure population is. The algorithm seems to be learning the underlying1075

physics of the problem; this belief is reinforced by the results here of applying
the GNN model on larger trusses than the ones on which it was trained,
where even lower errors were obtained on the prediction task.

It is worth updating the general schematic in Figure 7 in terms of what was
specifically achieved; the result is given in Figure 24. Although the base1080

space is denoted M, it is not a smooth manifold, it is a complex network;
however, it is impossible here to show the detailed structure as the training,
validation and testing sets for the algorithm contained 16000 structures each.
The normal section across the population has been estimated as desired;
each point on the section represents an undamaged structure at the reference1085

temperature T . Another point is worth noting, which is that the GNN
algorithm did not make explicit use of the metric distance in the space
of structures, it has interpolated within its own learnt embedding of the
graphs, as encoded in its neural network weights. When transfer learning
is attempted, that metric distance will be important. As mentioned earlier,1090

the assignment of a graph metric can be accomplished by a graph matching
network [31].

It is important to emphasise why these results are interesting. They are not
intended as a demonstration of how to estimate the natural frequency of
trusses; this problem is quite easily and accurately solved using Finite Element1095

analysis. In practice, the PBSHM population of structures will be drawn
from real experience, and it may span a wide range of structural types from
aeroplanes to wind turbines to bridges. In many cases, it would be expensive
or otherwise infeasible to obtain FE models validated to some appropriate
level of confidence and accuracy. However, the PBSHM formulation proposes1100

that SHM is carried out in a data-based framework with the structures
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Figure 24: Abstract scheme of the application. Nodes within M represent random trusses
from within the population (3 examples shown here, black nodes represent fully fixed
nodes, green nodes are fixed in the x direction, blue are fixed in the y direction and in
white are free (pinned) nodes). A fibre Fi for each structure si is schematically shown as a
blue line. It is parametrised by all potential first natural frequencies of the structure for
varying temperature T and damage coefficient d. The algorithm here has approximated
the normal condition cross section n(s) where damage d is equal to 0 and for any potential
temperature T
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represented by Irreducible Element (IE) models and by Attributed Graphs
(AGs). The exercise conducted here is intended to show that machine learning
can be used directly on AGs in order to solve a nontrivial PBSHM problem.
While the truss structures used for illustration here are structurally quite1105

simple, they are quite complicated in terms of their AG representations, with
some of the graphs considered here containing up to 60 nodes.

The potential use of categorical encoding has been applied here, and appears
to be quite powerful, especially when the exact parameters required for an FE
or other physics-based simulation, cannot be measured. In the truss example,1110

characteristics such as the Young’s modulus may have been measured in a
laboratory by tension tests. These tests will have been performed within
the highly-controlled environmental conditions of the laboratory, and not in
the ones in which the part will be placed and operated. Another important
aspect is that a linear behaviour is usually assumed for these parameters,1115

but may not apply in actual operation. For these reasons, the data-driven
approaches can outmatch physics-based approaches.

The GNNs are not totally ‘black-box models’. Inductive biases are an
important novelty of the approach, whereby the knowledge of the user can
be passed in the algorithm via the structure of the data. The algorithm is1120

much more flexible than classical machine learners, in that it can operate
on general objects and encode their relations, it does not require that input
and output data occupy real vector spaces. It offers greater possibilities
that the user can embed their prior knowledge of the objects of interest and
their relations. This flexibility makes the approach particularly well suited1125

to geometrical and topological problems in structural dynamics, like the sort
discussed in the earlier part of the paper. It also means that the models have
greater potential as ‘grey-boxes’, augmenting the power of nonparametric
learners with physical domain knowledge. In the case of PBSHM, a great
deal of physical insight is used in forming the IE models; this is incorporated1130

directly in the AG representations via their topology and their attribute
vectors. In the example presented here, it is clear that the GNN algorithm
has captured the underlying physics, because the model has been successfully
applied to a set of larger trusses. This fact is evidence that the algorithm
has extrapolated with some success, and this is a facility of physics-based1135

models rather than nonparametric black boxes. It is the subject of further
research, but it is hoped that the geometrical framework discussed in the
earlier part of the paper may lead to further inductive biases which could
strengthen the GNN algorithm for the PBSHM problem.

11. Conclusions1140

The first part of this paper has outlined how some structures from differential
geometry lend themselves to a theoretical basis for PBSHM. In particular,
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the formulation of a collective of feature spaces as a bundle over a space
of structures, is presented as a quite natural one; the problem of data
normalisation then appears as a form of gauge-fixing. Transfer learning,1145

which has been proposed separately as a basis for PBSHM [3] appears as a
map between fibres in the bundle. While it is clear that considerable research
remains to be done in terms of a rigorous foundation, it is hoped that the
geometrical approach will provide some insights along the way; not least in
terms of guiding inductive biases for machine learning, as discussed in the1150

second part of the paper.

The second part of the paper looks at a concrete problem – that of finding
the normal cross section of the feature bundle over a heterogeneous popu-
lation of structures. This is a difficult and fundamental problem emerging
from the geometrical viewpoint of PBSHM. Rather than a direct and pure1155

geometrical attack on the problem, a machine learning algorithm – Graph
Neural Networks (GNN) – is motivated and applied. The potential power of
this approach is demonstrated on a population of truss structures.

Finally, the GNN algorithm demonstrated here has not only solved the
normal section problem. By learning the natural frequencies across the1160

population, even in the presence of the confounding influence of temperature,
it has also solved the data normalisation problem for the context of interest.
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